In theae notes we construct explicit examples of degenerations on the noded Schottky space [~Iof genus g = 3. The particularity of these degenerations is the invariance under the action of a dihedral group of order 2g. More precisely, we find a two-dimensional complex manifold in the Schottky space such that alí groups (including the limit onea in the noded Schottky space) admit a fixed topological action of a dihedral group of order 2g as conformal automorphisms.
Preliminaries
The basic literature for this section is ¡11]. A conformal automorphism of the Riemann sphere C is called a M5bius transformation and has the following form
T(z)=r az + b cz + d'
where a, b, c, d e C and ad -be~0.
The set Al consisting of alí Mbbius transformations is a topological group isomorphic to PSL(2, £), in particular, we can talk about discrete groups of Móbius transformations. A Kleinian group O is a group of Mébius transformations for which there is a point x E Csatisfying the following:
(1) 0(x) = {g E O : g(x) = x} is finite, (2) there exists an ¿pen neighborhood U of x such that
The set of points of the Riemann sphere for which the aboye properties hold is cafled the region of discontinuity of O and denoted by fi(O).
Its complement A(O) is called the limit set of O.
A Kleinian group is in particular discrete, but the converse is false. We are interested in a ver>' particular type of Kleinian groups called noded Schottky gréups, that is, geometricail>' finite (see the definition in ¡11J) discrete groups of Móbius transformations isomorpbic to a free group of finite rank (the rank is also called the genus of the group). In [7] we have observed that a noded Schottky group is in fact a Kleinian group.
Example of Noded Schottky groups are br instance:
(a) Schottky groups: Purel>' loxodromic Kleinian groups. These are the nodal Schottky groups having no parabolic transformations (M¿ibius transformations having exactí>' one fixed point).
(b) Schottky-Type groups: These are Kleinian groups constructed from Klein-Maskit first combination theorem using cycic groups of either loxodromic or parabolie type.
(c) Torsion-free finitel>' generated quasifuchsian groups with parabolics elements (either of second or first kind): These are quasí-fuchsian deformations of torsion-free finitel>' generated Fuchsian groups.
(d) Groups obtained combining the aboye ones using the Klein-Maskit Combination theorems.
In the aboye, we that the groups in categor>' (a) belong to categor>' (b), those of category (b) belong.to categor>' (c), and those in categor>' (c) belong to categor> ' (d) 
then we have a bi-analytic map given bỹ
For each p = (a, b) E W, we consider the transformations
Denote by a(p) the group generated by the aboye Móbius trausformations. We also denote by S (respectivel>', NS) the set of points p E W such that the group 0(p) is a Schottky [3] (respectivel>', noded Schottky [71) group of genus y, free generated by the aboye transformations. 
Dg-í(p))I
Its restriction to the manifold 5 (into S~) is holomorphic.
Propositian 2. Tite map 4, if4'g(p 
Proal'. Let p and q two different points in NS. The equality 4'g(p) asserts the existence of a Mábius transformation H~1 such that BH'fiH and HlAkHAk commute witb Do(p), for alí k = 1,..., g-1. x Rz+S
Using the fact that H(z) = TR'
with R + ST = -1 an(l the aboye equation for i = 0,1,2, weobtain (after some minor computations) that H(z) = -z. It follows that x = ti and, in particular, a = b. As a consequence,
1-MIS = {(a, b) E NS: a = b} = ir(Fix(r)).
When g is even we have, from proposition 1, that 7INS = 0.
u
The aboye says that, for y odd, the hyperelliptic involution is represented in W by the involution r.
Remark. It is known that there are hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces of genus y having automorphism gronp isomorphic to a dihedral group of order 2g for which the group generated by such a group togetber the hyperelliptic involution do not satisfy condition (A) of [8] as can be seen in [2] and ¡9], in particular, cannot be uniformized by Schottky groups. In what follows, we proceed to approach the circie O to a limit circle contained in the closure of the region Rls (or Rl4 for g odd as done in degeneration 4.6). This procedure will produce points in NS representing noded Riemann Schottky groups as limit of Schottky groups in 5.
Degeneration of type 1
Let us start with a circle O ci Rl1 and, by moving both the center and the radius without getting out of the aboye region, we can obtain as limit a circie Ci tangent to the unit circle at 1 and Ci -{ I} ci Rl1. Let e1 be the refiection of this limit circie.
In this situation, there is a point p~E NS-S with e,e1 = Do(pi) a parabolic transformation with fixed point 1. The group O(pi) isa noded Scbottky group (in fact a Schottky-Type group) and it uniformizes (see [7] ) a stable Riemann surface topologically equivalent to the one in figure   1 . from the free combination of two torsion-free finitel>' generated Fuchsian groups uniformizing spheres with punctures. This group uniformizes a stable Riemann surface topologicaliy equivalent to the one of figure 2.
The locus in NS -5 obtained by this type of degeneration is given by {(a~b)EW:ab-cO5(-)9
Degeneration of type 3
Combining degenerations 1 aud 2, we can obtain a limit circle O~tan- In this case, tlíe center of O~is sud its radius is sin() 1 + sin(~) 1 + sin(~'
It follows that /.ircos 2(PN The group O(pa) uniformizes a stable Riemann surface topologicalí>' equivalent to the one described in figure 3 .
Degeneration of type 4
We can start with a circle O ci Rl 2 and move it in this region to obtain a 'ti limit circle 04 tangení lo L1 at e u, aud contained in the aboye region.
If 04 denotes the refiection on 04, then Ihere is a point p~E NS -5
with B0*04 = DO(p4) a loxodromic trausformation such that AgDo (p4) is parabolic with fixed point e a. This group O(p~) is a torsion-free Fuclisian group of the second kind acting on the unit disc E, freel>' generated by g hyperbolic transformations with the product of them a parabolic, witb H/G(p 4) a spbere with 9 holes and one puncture. In particular, it is a noded Schottlcy group uniformizing a stable Riemann surface topologicalí>' equivalent to the one of tbe figure 4 . In this case, the locus in NS -5 obtained by this type of degeneration is given b>'
4.5 Degeneration of type 5
As before, we can obtain a limit circle 0~, tangent to L 1 at e a , and tangent to the real axis at 1. lf 05 denotes the refiection on 6%, theíí there is a point p~E NS -5 with B0.~5 = Do(ps) a parabolic trausformation fixing 1 sucb that AgDe(ps) is parabolic with fixed point e The group O(ps) is a torsion-free Fuchsian group freel>' generated by g parabolic transformations with the product of them also parabolic, acting on the unit disc II so that E/G(ps) is an sphere with (g + 1)
punctures. In particular, it is a noded Schottky group that uniformizes a stable Riemann síirface as described in figure 5. We also have 4.6 Degeneration of type 6
The next type of degenerations oní>' work for g odd. We assume then It follows that p E 5 if both inequalities aboye are satisfled at the same time. We ma>' try to approach to some points in NS-S by making some of the aboye inequalities an equality. In fact, taking r = ir sin() and ir4 -2(r2 + cos(~))uA + (r2 -1)2 > 0, we obtain the same type of noded Schottky groups obtained in degeneration 2. In this case,
The another possibility is r <ir sin(~) and tu4 -2(r2 + cos())w2 + (r2 -1)2 -O In this case, we obtain a point p6 E 1V 50 that the group 0(p6) is a quasifuclisian group of the first kind uniformizing a surface of signature (212,2;oc, oc) and, in particular, a noded Schottky group witb P6 E NS -5. A stable surface of genus g with exactí>' two components and g nodes. Que component is a g-pointed sphere and the other is a g-pointed torus. An stahle Riemann surface of genus g with exactly (1 + g) components.
One of the components is a g-pointed sphere and the other are threepointed spheres. 
